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SPECIAL ALERT

Justice Litle, whose recommended picks racked up
an average gain of 108% so far in 2006, reveals his
most profitable opportunities for the next 2 years…

Sick of Placing Your Bets on Oil Prices Going UP?
then Read This Urgent Bulletin NOW…

Energy Investors Just Got Burned Again!
But You’re About to Discover the Sweetest Revenge: Getting Rich Anyway…
First oil hits $70 a barrel…then it drops to $56 a barrel a few months later.
It’s no wonder “Big Oil” stocks like ExxonMobil and ChevronTexaco
racked up losses of –5.5% and –7.7% in just the past 5 months.
If you’re tired of watching your portfolio go nowhere and want to get back to
making real money, then read on to learn about this huge emerging trend
that could make you up to 5 times richer in 2006–2007!
BILLIONS of dollars are ready to flow into a handful of companies that
will prosper from this powerful global trend. Some have soared as much
as 131% in the last 12 months — and they’re just starting their move!
Even better, they’re practically certain to make you a fortune,
no matter if oil or gas prices go up OR down…
Dear Investor,
Making big money with most
energy stocks typically depends
on one thing: prices going UP.
When prices go up, energy
stocks soar — and investors are
richly rewarded. Just last year,
surging oil prices triggered a 32.4%
jump in ChevronTexaco’s stock and
a 22.1% gain in ExxonMobil shares
between May and September.
Yet when prices go down,
those big gains can disappear fast.
When oil prices slid 15% after

hitting a record $70.85 a barrel
last August, both ChevronTexaco
and ExxonMobil’s stocks shed 15%
of their value in just three weeks.
That means if you had a
$20,000 stake in either stock, you
lost more than $1,000 a week. No
one gets rich losing that kind of
money. And it can take awhile to
earn it all back — especially when
your stock returns are going up,
down and, ultimately, nowhere.
But while other energy
investors continue to get burned

by riding the oil price seesaw,
you can discover the sweetest
revenge: getting rich anyway.
That’s right… you can cash in
on soaring energy demand and get
back to making real money — even
when energy prices take a nose dive.
How?
By investing in a handful of
solid, well-positioned companies
that have what it takes to upgrade
and expand America’s energy
infrastructure. Let me explain…
(continued on next page)

Why America’s Crumbling Energy Infrastructure
Could Be the Most Lucrative Investing
Opportunity of the Decade ...
f Hurricane Katrina taught us
Isomething
anything, it’s that it’s time to do
about America’s cracked
and strained energy infrastructure.
Aside from the devastating loss
of human life and property, this
category 5 hurricane — followed
on its heels by another category 5
storm, Hurricane Rita — crippled
Gulf Coast oil refineries and sent
gasoline prices soaring to as high
as $5 a gallon.
Other recent events have
thrown the dangers of complacency
and decades of neglect into stark
relief. Witness the rolling blackouts
experienced in Southern California
just last summer… or the Great
Blackout of 2003, which left nearly
50 million people without power
and paralyzed New York City and
much of New England.
While the United States
remains the world’s biggest
economic powerhouse — at least
for now — you can see how the
most critical components of our
infrastructure are hanging by a
thread… outdated in some areas…
and pushed to the breaking point
in others. For example…
 We can drill up oil in

the Gulf of Mexico —
but we can’t refine it.
According to the U.S.
Minerals Management
Service, 34% of our daily oil
production and 27% of natural
gas production in the Gulf are
still offline as of this writing,
due to the recent hurricanes.
 We can find cheaper

sources of natural gas —
but they’re too costly to
transport. We already have
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access to cheap, plentiful
natural gas reserves on the
other side of the world. But
with few liquid natural gas
terminals in place to make it
cost effective to transport, it’s
way too expensive to get it to
our homes and businesses
here in the United States.
 We can tap into lower-cost

alternative oil sources —
but we can’t get them here.
We’ve located huge amounts
of lower-cost alternatives to
sweet crude in Canada’s
Athabasca oil sands and off
the coast of China. But we
can’t move them from Point A
to Point B if we don’t have
enough of the right tankers or
pipelines in place to do so.
 We can create a thriving,

cutting-edge information
economy — but we’re
trying to run it on a thirdworld electrical grid. Our
aging electric grid desperately
needs increased capacity and
updating. Yet from 1988 – 1998,
U.S. electricity demand rose by
nearly 30%, while transmission
network capacity grew by
only 15%. According to the
Electric Power Research
Institute, the economic cost of
power disturbances due to this
shortfall — from minor blips to
major outages — now runs a
whopping $100 billion a year.

The Ticking Time Bomb
That Could Decimate
the U.S. Economy
As you can see, any economy
that leaves itself vulnerable to a
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weak, outdated or barely existent
energy infrastructure is putting
itself in grave danger. Add to
that tightening energy supplies
and soaring demand and we have
NO slack left in the system.
Even the slightest disruption —
whether it be strikes, political strife
or mechanical failures — could
totally overwhelm our outdated,
patched-together infrastructure.
If you think that’s bad, then
think about this. It’s just a
matter of time before there’s
another Katrina… another major
terrorist attack… or another
highly populated city taken
offline by a kink in our decrepit
electric grid.
Who knows how huge the
repercussions will be — or how
long they’ll linger on — when
it does happen? Look at the
horrifying chain reaction that
could happen right here… and end
up decimating the U.S. economy:
Reduced access to energy
forces companies to
slash operations and cut
thousands, if not millions,
of jobs. Consumer spending
grinds to a halt. Banks
begin turning away
over-indebted Americans
for mortgages, and the
housing bubble finally
bursts. This triggers a major
stock market crash, which
wipes out investors’ nest
eggs and brings America’s
economy to its knees.

BILLIONS Are Needed
to Solve This Urgent,
Long-Ignored Problem
As today’s post-Katrina
“hangover” drags on — with
public awareness higher
than ever — the timetable
for strengthening America’s
energy infrastructure is
quickly accelerating.
The “wall of worry” is also
building, further spurring on
the growing sense of urgency.
As Daniel Yergin of Cambridge
Energy Research Associates
warns…
“… This crisis underlines
the need for modernization
and new investment in
the energy infrastructure
that supports our
$12.4 trillion economy.”
It won’t matter how
much it costs, either. The U.S.
government will open its wallet
to securing access to energy no
matter how much higher the
federal deficit soars.
And the price tag will be
staggering. For example, just
bringing our current electric
grid up to par will require
an additional investment of
$8-10 billion annually.
Fortunately, taxpayers won’t
be footing the entire tab. That’s
because energy companies also
have a big stake in improving
our infrastructure. Flush with
cash from rising energy prices
and demand, they have the
financial resources to invest in
upgrading refineries, building
new power plants and expanding
drilling and exploration.
What’s more, President George
W. Bush’s new energy bill will
force companies to spend more on

Meet Justice Litle,
Editor of
Outstanding
Investments
J

Justice Litle

ustice was studying philosophy and classical literature
at Oxford University before the commodities bug bit
him. He was ready to get his Ph.D. when he read
multimillionaire Jim Rogers’ book, Investment Biker.
He was hooked! Since then, he’s studied commodities
trading as a senior broker, working side by side
with currency hedgers, cattle ranchers and energy
consultants to a Russian hedge fund. He’s also run
training sessions for 75–100 traders each in San
Francisco and Los Angeles.
He left the brokerage world to start his own firm. And
now you can see Justice regularly quoted on currencies,
financials and commodities reports on the Reuters and
Dow Jones newswires and in The Wall Street Journal.

For the past year, Justice has been at the helm of
Outstanding Investments, which has just been rated the
No. 1 top-performing financial advisory for the past five years.
He’s led his subscribers to a whopping 108% average return
at this writing as of 2006, during the same period when the
Dow gained a measly 1% and the S&P 500 just 4%.
In addition to Justice’s knowledgeable leadership,
co-editor Kevin Kerr is a regular and highly valued
contributor to Outstanding Investments. In fact, you may
already know him. He’s been quoted on CBS MarketWatch
over 500 times. He’s also quoted from time to time on CNN
and CNBC, and in Investor’s Business Daily.
Kevin has traded commodities professionally for the
last 15 years. He’s worked the floors of New York and
Chicago… and the commodity derivatives markets of
London as well.
Between Justice and Kevin, you won’t find two
better-qualified experts to lead you to the most explosive
natural resource investments around the globe. Read
this Special Issue now to discover where you can make
your biggest investing profits over the next decade.

(continued on next page)
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ACTUAL SAMPLE OF JUSTICE LITLE’S
RECENT CLOSED-OUT PICKS…

“IMPOSSIBLE” PROFITS UP TO 420%
In 2005 alone, Justice Litle’s recommended picks racked up a
whopping 108% gain, on average. And out of the 26 “SELL” signals
he issued in the past 12 months, 22 were profitable. That’s an 85%
success rate!
It’s no wonder the leading independent rating authority just named
Outstanding Investments the No. 1 investment advisory for total
return performance over the past five years. Take a look at these big
winners over the past 12 months…
Investment

Profit

Anadarko Petroleum Corp. (APC:NYSE)

UP 76%

Months Held
27

Apache Corp. (APA:NYSE)

UP 11%

6

Coeur D’Alene Mines (CDE:NYSE)

UP 263%

15

CONSOL Energy(CNX:NYSE)

UP 49%

11

Corn Products Intl. (CPO:NYSE)

UP 4%

12

Harmony Gold (HMY:NYSE)

UP 43%

41

ICON Energy Fund (ICENX)

UP 101%

23

INVESCO Energy Fund (FSTEX)

UP 88%

24

Kerr-McGee (KMG:NYSE)

UP 62%

34

Norsk Hydro (NHY:NYSE)

UP 107%

29

Petro-Canada (PCZ:NYSE)

UP 55%

26

PetroKazakhstan Inc. (PKZ:NYSE)

UP 45%

10

Phelps Dodge (PD:NYSE)

UP 2%

6

Plum Creek Timber (PCL:NYSE)

UP 19%

33

Precision Drilling (PDS:NYSE)

UP 85%

19

Schlumberger (SLB:NYSE)

UP 44%

21

Suez SA (SZE:NYSE)

UP 64%

30

Talisman Energy (TLM:NYSE)

UP 179%

44

Vanguard Energy (VGENX)

UP 65%

19

Western Gas Resources (WGR:NYSE)

UP 21%

12

Western Oil Sands (WTO:TSE)

UP 156%

33

Wheaton River Minerals (WHT:AMEX)

UP 73%

18

Plus, these currently held investments we can’t disclose (all revealed
in your FREE Natural Resource Profit Explosion Library)…
 Sour crude standout — UP 420% in 36 months
 Canadian oil sands play — UP 395% in 59 months
 Global gold mutual fund — UP 274% in 60 months
 Precious metals producer — UP 241% in 41 months
 Gold mining king — UP 198% in 56 months
 And many more double- and even triple-digit gainers!
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cleaner fuels and meet other
tighter environmental
requirements.

This Energy Investment
Juggernaut Is Only in Its
Infancy… and It Could Make
You up to 5 Times Richer
in 2006–07
That’s why BILLIONS of
dollars are starting to flow into the
handful of energy and infrastructure
companies we’ve identified here at
Outstanding Investments that
can secure America’s access to oil,
natural gas, electricity and other
essential fuels.
And where will some of this
huge torrent of cash end up? In
your pocket — if you play it right.
You see, this energy investment
juggernaut is just in its infancy.
That’s why getting in NOW —
while other investors are asleep at
the wheel — is so important in
order to maximize your gains.
In a moment, I’ll reveal how
you can ride this powerful global
energy trend… and grow up to five
times richer in 2006–07. I’ll also tell
you how you can get my brand-new
seven-volume Natural Resource
Profit Explosion Library. The
entire set is yours FREE… with no
risk or obligation on your part.
It’s my way of introducing
you to the kind of profitable
investing insight that’s making
our Outstanding Investments
subscribers far wealthier with
remarkably little risk.
Our recommended picks
racked up a whopping 108% gain
so far in 2006. And at this writing,
many of our top picks are making
even bigger piles of money for our
subscribers — helping them grow
274%... 395%... and as much as
420% richer.

We’ve also plumped up our
portfolio with these huge gains
in just the past year:
 179% gain in Talisman

Energy
 156% gain in Western

Oil Sands
 107% gain in Norsk Hydro
 101% gain in ICON

Energy Fund
 88% gain in INVESCO

Energy Fund
 85% gain in Precision

Drilling
 76% gain in Anadarko

Petroleum
 73% gain in Wheaton

River Minerals

Our Success Secrets
Have Made Us America’s
No. 1 TOP-PERFORMING
FINANCIAL NEWSLETTER —
and They Can Make YOU
Far Wealthier!
Compare these fat, juicy
gains with the sleep-inducing
6.4% and 14.4% gains “Big Oil”
companies like ChevronTexaco
and ExxonMobil returned during
the same period. Or the measly
1% gain in the Dow or the 4%
gain in the S&P 500 in the
last year.
You can see why Outstanding
Investments was ranked the
No. 1 top-performing financial
newsletter for the past five years
by Hulbert Financial Digest, the
leading independent rating service,
beating out 113 other contenders.
Plus, we were named one of the
top-performing investment
advisories for the last two years
by CBS MarketWatch.

But it gets even better.
We also boast one of the lowest
risk levels — as measured by
volatility — on Hulbert’s list of
top performers. Why?
Because out of the 26 “SELL”
recommendations we issued in
the past 12 months, 22 were
profitable. That’s an 85%
success rate!
What’s our secret? We don’t
follow the herd. We prefer to
follow the beat of our own
drummer… and refuse to take
anything simply at face value.
That means we take a “topdown” approach to research…
and seek out nuggets of
information from every nook
and cranny of the Internet,
from our extensive network of
commodities traders and money
managers and by hunting down
every factoid ever published
about a particular company.
We sift through these reams
of data even further, analyzing
financial strength and
performance and pinpointing the
most promising long- and shortterm trends from which our
subscribers can profit.
All our hard work pays off in
spades. Instead of barely nudging
ahead the past year like other
investment advisories, we’ve
consistently racked up doubleand even triple-digit gains for
our Outstanding Investments
subscribers.
But as profitable a run as
we’ve had the last five years, we’re
looking to reap even bigger gains
in the months and years ahead.
You see, the energy infrastructure
boom isn’t just a huge opportunity
here in the United States — it’s a
global phenomenon as China,
India and other expanding

economies struggle to keep pace
with rapid growth.
That’s why we believe it
may well be the most lucrative
investment opportunity of the
decade. And in your FREE
seven-volume Natural Resource
Profit Explosion Library,
I’ll show how it can make you
five times richer in 2006–07.
Let’s start with…
Natural Resource
Profit Explosion #1:

The Ultimate Global
Infrastructure Play
A huge wave of
infrastructure
investment is
Hig
h
already
Pot -off-th
enti
e-H
starting. In
for al Pro og
at L
f
ea its
3–5
fact, the cash
Yea st
rs
faucet has been
turned on and the money
is already starting to flow.

STEADY-G
AINER:

A top priority right now is
helping the Gulf Coast recover in
the wake of Hurricanes Katrina
and Rita — and it’s a long road
ahead. There will be expansions,
upgrades, new technology and
plenty of new safeguards put
in place.
The Gulf of Mexico will be
rebuilt to Category 5 standards.
And there will be a massive
rebuilding of roads, highways,
homes, stores, office buildings
and other structures in
hurricane-ravaged states like
Louisiana and Mississippi.
To get it all done, Uncle
Sam will be whipping out the
checkbook… and one of his biggest
beneficiaries will be this company
we recently added to our
Outstanding Investments
recommended portfolio.

Call Toll Free 1-800-315-4443 to Request Your FREE Natural Resources Profit Library Now!

(over, please)
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Watch Your Portfolio Soar
to New Heights!
Since taking over the helm at the beginning of 2005,
editor Justice Litle has racked up an average 108% gain
so far in 2006 on his recommended picks. And over the
past five years, Outstanding Investments produced an
average total gain of 27.2%, earning it the No. 1 ranking
by Hulbert Financial Digest.
What impact could these consistent double-digit gains
have on your portfolio over the next five… 15… even
25 years? Take a look…
These figures assume an initial investment of $25,000
growing at 27.2% a year without any additional investment:

 The development of

transportation networks
and water systems
worldwide as global trade
grows and developing
cities expand
 The global construction of

complex industrial sites,
such as pharmaceutical
and chemical
manufacturing plants.
This engineering leader
has worked on mammoth
multibillion-dollar projects
with major players such as
Suncor Energy on its oil sands
operation… and with Saudi
Aramco on the world’s largest
single gas plant. It’s a leader
in working with oil refiners to
boost capacity and meet stricter
environmental standards.
And it already counts among
its clients major pharmaceutical
companies like Eli Lilly and
AstraZeneca...federal and state
agencies throughout North
America… and major transportation
projects in the United Kingdom
and throughout the globe.

A Tidal Wave of Cash Is
Ready to Fatten up This
Company’s Bottom Line
This massive engineering
and construction firm with a
$3.7 billion market cap is well
positioned to profit richly from
the frenetic activity ahead.
You’d be hard-pressed to find
another company that gives you as
much highly profitable exposure to
the global infrastructure boom as
this little-known firm.
6

First off, it’ll be a key player in
the rebuilding efforts following 2005’s
vicious hurricane season, from
highways to oil refineries to building
structures… not to mention the huge
amount of toxic cleanup needed to
restore safety to New Orleans.
But the company is a global
infrastructure powerhouse, as
well. Its capabilities include:
 The upgrading and

rebuilding of refineries
all over the world
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Even sweeter, the company
just reported record net earnings
for 2005, up 17% from the
previous year. Its fourth quarter
jumped a whopping 40% from the
previous year’s fourth quarter.
And the global energy
infrastructure boom has barely
begun. Once it kicks into high gear,
you could be looking at a possible
500% return on your money in the
next five years from this stock alone.
Because Wall Street has
barely started to notice this
company’s huge profit potential,
you can still load up on shares at
close to pre-Katrina prices if you
jump on them now. I’ll reveal all
the details and exactly how to

Yours FRE
E!

play this in
your FREE
Investment
Volume No. 1,
Grow 500%
Richer From
the Global
Infrastructure
Boom.

It’s one of seven FREE
volumes included in my Natural
Resource Profit Library, which
I’d like to get into your hands
right away. It’s the best way I
know to introduce you to the
kinds of profit opportunities we
lead subscribers to each month in
my monthly investment advisory,
Outstanding Investments.
Turn to Page 14 for more details.

skyrocket if capacity is not
significantly increased.
As conventional oil supplies
begin to run dry, the world will be
forced to rely on natural gas to fill
the gap. The U.S. Department of
Energy projects that 900 of the
next 1,000 U.S. power plants built
will burn natural gas. Consumption
worldwide is projected to more than
double between now and 2025.

Turning Natural Gas
Into Cold, Hard Cash
The world now burns through
28.6 billion
barrels of oil
Bigg
in a year —
Retu est Pos
and that
si
r
Nex ns Over ble
number
t 1-2
t
Year he
s
continues to
grow. Yet according
to some estimates, there are just
over 1 trillion barrels of oil left in
the world. That may seem like a
lot, but it’s only enough to last
another 35 years — and that’s if
we keep burning it at today’s rate.

WEALTH-BO
OSTER:

But of course, we won’t.
According to the International
Energy Agency’s just-released
2005 World Energy Outlook,
global energy needs will surge
50% by 2030… and prices will

For all its uses and benefits,
there has always been one big
hurdle to cross when it comes
to natural gas: how to transport
it cheaply and safely. It’s
economically infeasible — and
(over, please)

“… A Real Force in The
Investment Letter Industry”
— CBS MarketWatch
With an average gain of 108% on our
recommended picks so far in 2006 — compared
with a measly 1% gain in the Dow and 4% gain
in the S&P 500 — Outstanding Investments
is starting to attract some attention. Here are just
a few of the praises the media are singing:

Now here’s a second way
you can profit from the energy
infrastructure boom that’s
just starting to take off…
Natural Resource
Profit Explosion #2:

Easy to Find, Tough to Move
— and That’s Where
YOU Can Profit

“Outstanding Investments seems to be emerging as a
real force in the investment letter industry. It’s also Hulbert
Financial Digest’s top performer over the last five years.”
— Peter Brimelow, CBS MarketWatch, December 2005
“Scoping out home-run investing opportunities in natural
resources from oil and gas to silver and gold best describes the
handiwork of Justice Litle. And readers of his Outstanding
Investments newsletter are riding on his successes in what we
believe is a forthcoming commodity bull market.”
— Investment U Research Team
“Outstanding Investments brings subscribers the best
recommendations in the things that keep the world running:
water, electricity, oil, even gold. Whether stocks, royalty trusts
or mutual funds, you’ll find the best ways to take advantage of
the turnaround in commodities and multiply your wealth.”
— Dr. Kurt Richebächer, The Richebächer Letter
Now that word’s getting out, you’ll want to jump on board right
away so you can beat other investors to the punch. That’s because
we’re readying our portfolio to ride the global energy infrastructure
boom to even greater heights in the months and years ahead.
Return the No-Risk Invitation on Page 19 today to get started and
claim your FREE Natural Resource Profit Explosion Library and
other bonus gifts today!

Return the Invitation on Page 19 to Claim Your FREE Gifts!
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even politically foolhardy — to
move massive amounts of a
gaseous, methane substance
through pipelines from one side
of the planet to the other.
You see, many of the world’s
most abundant gas reserves are
in distant countries like Iran,
Russia and Venezuela. They’re
located far away from the largest
and fastest-growing consumers
of natural gas — such as the
United States, Europe, China
and India.
That’s why liquid natural
gas (LNG) is turning into one
of the top energy investment
opportunities of the decade.
Why? Because liquefying natural
gas is the most economical way
to transport it.
Liquid natural gas is
methane cooled to a very chilly
minus 259 degrees. In this
liquefied form, it shrinks down
to less than 2% of the volume
of gaseous natural gas. Yet in
this highly concentrated form,
it still only weighs half as
much as water. Plus, it’s more
environmentally friendly, since
it reduces global emissions.
Those are the advantages. The
biggest disadvantage comes down
to cost: Expanding LNG capabilities
to meet the world’s growing
demand for energy requires a
huge expenditure of capital.
LNG must be stored and
transported in heavily insulated
tanks within the inner hulls of
ships. The ships must be
specially designed double-hulled
carriers. These carriers can
only ship LNG to dedicated
distribution terminals. And there
are only a handful of these
terminals located in the United
States, Spain, Portugal, Turkey,
Greece and other countries.
8

The World Is Thirsting
for LNG — and This
Company Has the Goods
That’s a lot of hurdles —
and a lot of opportunity. As the
demand for LNG grows, global
LNG trade has been increasing
an average of 6.7% per year.
If that doesn’t sound like
much, consider this. Between 1995
and 2004, pipeline exports grew by
39%. The LNG trade grew by 55%.
And it’s expected to grow another
34% by the end of 2006.
As a result, a number of new
production and port facilities are
planned or are under construction.
There are as many as 30 proposed
sites for LNG terminals in the
United States alone.
This kind of growth presents an
extraordinary opportunity for
natural resource investors. The
challenge is finding the companies
that let you leverage yourself to this
booming market as much as possible.
You can’t do that with a huge
integrated oil company like
ExxonMobil or ChevronTexaco.
LNG is such a small part of its
business, it’d be like buying a
ranch to own a calf.
But you can do it with this
company I’ll reveal in your next
FREE Investment Volume. LNG
is a major component in its overall
business of exploration, production
and transportation of natural gas.
This industry leader already
owns a large and growing stake in
some of the world’s biggest natural
gas fields. It just acquired an
additional 40% interest in the huge
Rosetta gas field in Egypt. Until
recently, it jointly operated one of
the largest oil and gas fields in the
world, located in Kazakhstan. And
it’s close to signing an agreement
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to develop a key LNG project in
Nigeria along with three major
integrated oil companies.
The company also continues
to strengthen its position in the
Atlantic basin. It delivered 41% of
the LNG imported into the United
States in 2004, making it the
country’s largest importer of LNG.
It’s expanding its Louisiana facility
and has received U.S. regulatory
approval for further expansions to
be completed later in 2006.
Plus, it’s building up its fleet of
double-hulled ships to position itself
as a key player in the LNG shipping
business. The company recently took
delivery of two new ships, with three
more scheduled for delivery during
2006 and firm orders in place for
even more ships beyond 2006.

Up 81% Already, Its Stock
Could Triple From Here
in Just the Next Year
These capital investments
are paying off big. The company
boosted its operating profit by 22%
last year and increased its earnings
by 23% during the same period.
Since we first recommended it as
a “buy” at the beginning of 2004,
it’s shot up 81% as of this writing.
What’s more, this LNG
superstar just boosted its already
generous 1% dividend by another
10%. Yet its shares remain
relatively cheap compared with its
profit and growth potential. Its
price-to-earnings ratio is just 14.57
— making it an outstanding value.
You’ll want to load up on
this company’s shares right away
so you can catch the monster
growth wave that’s ahead. This
one stock alone could triple your
money in just the next year. I’ll
(continued on page 10)

Should Outstanding Investments
Be Awarded a Nobel Prize in Investing?
Read what one happy subscriber has to say…
“I have subscribed to many investment and trading services and dropped a lot of the
poorly performing ones. But not Outstanding Investments… [Your editors] have few
peers… Perhaps a Nobel Prize for Resource Trading should be awarded.” — David D.

Plus a few comments from some of our other satisfied readers…
“My stock portfolio has increased 52% in
eight months as a result of the insight of
Outstanding Investments. I plan to be a
subscriber for years to come. Thanks!” — Fred H.

“Your newsletter is very good and I
wouldn’t change any part. I like the way
you report and analyze the companies you
follow.” — Peter H.

“[I] made the cost of the subscription
on my first buy, within a week or so. Your
newsletter is a great deal!” — A. D.

“Re: Your Northgate recommendation.
Bought $3,000 at $1.38, sold for $2.60.
Thanks!” — Tyler-Ellis T.

“Congratulations to all the staff and
members, and to [your editor] personally on his
exceptional performance… I bought his latest
gem and already have a 28% profit!” — N. K.

“Outstanding Investments tells us
when to sell as well as when to buy. This
enables me to sleep at night knowing I’m not
going to wake up one day realizing, ‘I should
have sold back when...’” — Chris L.

“Thanks for all of the good advice.
Subscribing to Outstanding Investments
is one of the best investment decisions I’ve
ever made.” — G. G.
“I like and respect your analysis and
investment recommendations and appreciate
very much your wonderful service.” — Mark B.
“I almost “bailed out” awhile ago when
gold and oil took a dip, but followed your
advice and stayed with it. I’m up 28% with
only your recommendations in my portfolio…
Keep up the good work!” — Bill B.
“Most of the stocks you have
recommended that I have bought have made
me money. I wish I had more money to
invest… ” — Patricia L.

“I have subscribed to Outstanding
Investments and I think that it is a very
thorough and well researched service.”
— Terry M.
“My net gains from Northgate were 63%.
I also hold PKN (HHL originally), up about
150% since I bought it… All of the recs I
hold from Outstanding Investments are
up a minimum of 36%.” — Jeff B.
“As an old fart reading your advice from
forces support posting in the Balkans, I have
to compliment you on good advice, readable
style and manners! I enjoy every item of
your authorship, and, so far, have made
enough money to want to spend more
following your lead.” — Wiley C.

Call Toll Free 1-800-315-4443 to Request Your FREE Natural Resources Profit Library Now!
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reveal what
it is and
exactly how
to play it in
your FREE
Investment
Volume
No. 2,
The Only
Natural Gas Stock You Need
to Triple Your Money in the
Next Year.
It’s just one of seven
moneymaking volumes in my
Natural Resource Profit
Explosion Library I’d like to
send to you with my compliments.
Copies are limited, so please
see the No-Risk Invitation on
page 19 to get your own complete
set right away.
Now let me tell you about
one more way you can profit
from the coming energy
investment juggernaut…
Natural Resource
Profit Explosion #3:

The Cleaner, More Plentiful
Fuel That Just Got
Way More Profitable
As big oil companies announce
record earnings,
Congress is
putting on
ts
i
f
the heat. And
o
r
P
Peak Months
I’m
not just
in 6 Less
talking
about the
or
political posturing
that’s happened recently
regarding these companies’
“windfall” profits.

ER:
V
O
M
T
S
A
F

No, even our politicians are
recognizing the long overdue need
to spend more dough to beef up
the nation’s refining capacity. As
House Speaker J. Dennis Hastert
stated, “Increasing capacity and
improving refineries will help
10

boost supplies so that consumers
do not feel such a big pinch.”
Why are they suddenly paying
attention? The surge in gas prices
following Hurricane Katrina was
a wake-up call to the fact that the
days of cheap oil are coming to an
end. Global oil production is at
the top of its peak — yet global
demand is growing at its fastest
pace in the past 25 years.
And the oil that’s likely to see
the greatest run-up in price is
light, sweet crude.
Why? Most refiners prefer it
because it contains less sulfur and
hydrogen. That makes it the easiest
and cheapest kind of oil to process.
At least for now, anyway.
With today’s per-barrel cost of sweet
crude hovering near $60, its ugly
stepsister — sour crude — is
starting to look far more attractive.
The cost of sour crude is a
fraction of what sweet crude
costs — ranging between $2-5
per barrel. You have to factor in
some additional costs to refine it,
since it needs more processing.
But once it’s refined, it’s
virtually identical to sweet crude.
And even with the additional
processing costs, the more the
cost of sweet crude rises, the
better bargain sour crude looks
by comparison.

Rack up Sweet Gains From
This Sour Crude Refiner
As the popularity of sour
crude begins to soar, one
innovative refiner is sitting in
the catbird seat. While other
refiners chose to stick with sweet
crude, this maverick company
built plants to process sour.
It also developed a leg up on
the competition when it comes to
producing cleaner fuels. The U.S.
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Environmental Protection Agency
has mandated that the sulfur
content of on-road diesel emissions
be reduced from the currently
allowed 500 parts per million (ppm)
to just 15 ppm by later this year.
But this farsighted refiner is
already ahead of the curve. Near
the end of 2002, it became the
first refiner in the American
Southwest to produce ultra-lowsulfur diesel. Soon after, it lined
up several key customers — such
as the City of Austin and the
Dallas Area Rapid Transit
system (DART) — to make those
investments pay off.
To see how well it’s working, all
you have to do is look at the
bottom line. The two-year stock
chart rises like a mountain. In
fact, the company’s stock has
already made our Outstanding
Investments subscribers 420%
richer since we first recommended
it back in March 2003.
It’s not too late to jump on
board, however. First off, its
shares are still a great value.
With a P/E of just 10.07 — below
industry average — and oil prices
ready to surge even higher, there’s
still plenty of triple-digit profit
potential even if you get in now.
Even better, the company
is practically assured to keep
growing as its managers continue
to hunt down new acquisitions.
Thanks to two recently
completed deals, it’s now the
largest refiner in North America
and one of the country’s largest
terminal and petroleum liquids
pipeline operators.
What’s more, the company
continues to report record
earnings. For the most recent
quarter, it reported $1.3 billion in
net income, up an eye-popping

200% from just one year ago.
And with its 110-mile pipeline
expansion project ahead of
schedule with a projected May
2006 completion date, the
company will be well positioned
to increase shipments — and net
income — going forward.
It’s no wonder this rising star
topped Forbes magazine’s list of
“Best Big Companies” in 2004,
and at the same time earned
honors as one of “America’s BestManaged Companies.” The same
year, FORTUNE called it one
of “America’s Most Admired
Companies” and ranked it third
out of the “100 Best Companies
to Work For.”

Clean up
With Cleaner Fuels
In your FREE Investment
Volume No. 3, Crude Awakening:
How to
Yours FRE Profit From
E! the Coming
Peak Oil
Crisis, I’ll
give you all
the details
on this
sour crude
standout so
you can grab
your share of
the profits
from this fast-moving star. This one
play alone could fatten up your
portfolio substantially.
But that’s not all… I’ll also
tell you about a fast-growing
company that’s transformed itself
into one of the largest independent
petroleum refiners and marketers
in the Western United States in
just the past three years.
The company’s ultra-lowsulfur diesel is in high demand
as the move toward cleaner fuels
continues. With a P/E of just 9.54

and earnings estimates projected
by analysts to quadruple within
the next year, you’ll want to get
in now. All the details are in your
FREE Investment Volume.

Avoid This One Investing
Mistake and Grow Your
Wealth Exponentially
It’s a new world in investing.
You need to change the way you
invest accordingly. The energy
stocks that made you money the
last few years are not the same
ones that will make you big
profits going forward.
As global competition for
energy intensifies… and tightening
supplies leave NO slack in the
system for unforeseen disruptions…
some companies will be huge losers.
Meanwhile, the really BIG
money will flow into a handful of
companies, whether they’re putting
oil refineries, transportation
networks or entire cities back
online after disaster strikes…
 … turning cheaper, cleaner

fuels into usable sources
of oil…
 … building new liquid

natural gas terminals to
make sure we can get enough
energy when we need it…
 … or helping America

expand and modernize
its aging electric grid.
Chances are they’re not the
same companies you own now.
But it’s not too late to position
your portfolio to start racking up
huge profits right away.
America needs a stronger,
expanded energy infrastructure
to withstand a growing number
of threats. Grab onto this trend
early and you’ll grab onto one

Return the Invitation on Page 19 to Claim Your FREE Gifts!

of the hottest investment
opportunities today… and build
your wealth exponentially.
Here at Outstanding
Investments, we’ll lead you to the
top companies from which you can
profit. Thanks to our almost
fanatical attention to detail, quest
for in-depth research, knack for
spotting trends early — and
nimbleness in getting out, in
order to maximize our gains —
you’ll easily rack up double- and
even triple-digit gains in an
amazingly short amount of time.

All You Have to Do
Is Claim Your FREE
Natural Resource Profit
Explosion Library Now
to Get Started
In this Special Issue, I’ve
shown you some of the ways you
can profit from the global energy
infrastructure boom and grow far
wealthier. But there are other ways
you can ride this exciting trend to
even greater riches that I haven’t
had a chance to share with you.
I’ve revealed all of these
opportunities and explained step
by step how to maximize your
investment gains with each of them
in my brand-new seven-volume
Natural Resource Profit
Explosion Library.
You won’t find this valuable
information anywhere else.
It’s available exclusively to
investors who subscribe to
Outstanding Investments.
But when you accept my
No-Risk Invitation to try this
award-winning investment
advisory at our “Best Deal,”
two-year introductory rate,
you’ll receive all seven volumes
absolutely FREE.
(over, please)
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 FREE unlimited access to

our private members-only
Web site, where you can read
back issues and our latest
Investment Reports, current
and past weekly hotline
updates, the at-a-glance
portfolio with open positions
updated every 20 minutes and
much more (a solid $259 value)
 FREE weekly investment

Each in-depth Investment
Volume shows in detail exactly how
to profit from these highly lucrative
opportunities that are still off most
investors’ radar screens. Here’s a
complete list of the moneymaking
volumes you’ll receive:

I’ll rush you all seven
volumes as soon as you return
your No-Risk Invitation on Page
19 indicating your choice of our
“Best Deal” two-year option.
Plus, take a look at everything
else you’ll receive:

 FREE Volume No. 1:

 24 mailed monthly issues

Grow 500% Richer From the
Global Infrastructure Boom
 FREE Volume No. 2:

The Only Natural Gas
Stock You Need to Triple
Your Money in the Next Year

of Outstanding Investments,
each with 12 packed pages of
our latest winning picks,
market overviews, global
briefings, portfolio updates
and more (a $320 value)

hotline updates delivered
straight to your e-mail inbox
to alert you of any new
developments or changes
in our recommendations
(easily a $950 value)
 FREE unlimited calls to

our 24-hour investor
telephone hotline, updated
at least weekly with fresh
news and advice that can’t
wait for the next issue
(a $459 value)
 FREE subscription to

The Daily Reckoning
(if you don’t get it already)…
the enormously popular,
irreverent and always
insightful investment daily
(priceless!).

 FREE Volume No. 3:

Crude Awakening: How to
Profit From the Coming
Peak Oil Crisis
 FREE Volume No. 4:

How to Make a Fortune
From the Real “Black Gold”
 FREE Volume No. 5:

“O Canada!” Drilling for
the Liquid Jackpot
 FREE Volume No. 6:

Two if by Sea: Shipping
Stocks That’ll Sail on the
China Boom
 FREE Volume No. 7:

Godzilla Rising: Red-Hot
Profits From Nuclear Power
12

$

Yours FREE!
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All This for a
Quarter a Day?
You’ve Got to Be Kidding!

convince you to give Outstanding
Investments a try, then let me
assure you of one more key fact…

That’s literally hundreds of
dollars worth of extras! So what
would you expect to pay for all
this highly profitable information
and investment advice?

You Won’t Risk a Single Cent!

You may be
surprised to learn it
only costs about 25
cents a day — less than
you probably spend on
your daily newspaper!
You’d be hard-pressed to find
a better value… or better
investment advice. Remember,
our stellar track record has
earned us the No. 1 rating for
total return performance for the
past five years by Hulbert
Financial Digest, the leading
tracking authority. That means
we beat out 112 other investment
advisories — no easy feat!
Our open positions in our
Outstanding Investments portfolio
were up an average of 108% so far
in 2006. And we’ve got 11 companies
we either hold now or have sold
within the past seven months that
have racked up triple-digit gains
as high as 420%.
But what’s even more
exciting is what’s ahead. The
opportunities you’ll discover in
your FREE Natural Resource
Profit Explosion Library and
in your coming issues and e-mail
alerts can help you grow up to
five times richer in 2006–07.
Think about what you could do
with the money you earn from those
big, juicy gains. Buy your dream
house or second home. Splurge on a
new car. Take that exotic vacation
you’ve been putting off for years.
Or reinvest your gains and fatten
your portfolio up even further.
If that’s not enough to

I’m so sure you’re going to get
the chance to start making money
from day one with your No-Risk
trial subscription, I’m willing to
back it up with this unconditional
every-penny-back guarantee.
You must be totally satisfied
with Outstanding Investments,
or you’ll receive a FULL refund of
every penny you paid… even if it’s
the last day of your subscription.
Your FREE Natural Resource
Profit Explosion Library,
monthly mailed issues and
everything else you’ve received is
yours to keep with my compliments.
So pick up the phone now and
call toll-free 1-800-315-4443.
You’ll receive immediate service
and be assured you’ll receive your
FREE Natural Resource Profit
Explosion Library and first issue
of Outstanding Investments
as quickly as possible. Or if you
prefer, you can mail the No-Risk
Invitation on Page 19 in the
postage-paid envelope provided.
Whatever you do, please act
now. These energy infrastructure
investments are hot… and
getting hotter as we speak. Their
profit potential is just getting
ready to explode. And they can
make you much wealthier far
faster than you ever dreamed.
If you miss this opportunity,
I guarantee you’ll be kicking
yourself later. So please let me
hear from you today!
Yours truly,

Justice Litle, Editor
Outstanding Investments

P.S. Act within the next
seven days and I’ll send
you two more FREE gifts!
I don’t want you to sit on this
opportunity and risk letting it
pass you by. So I’m throwing
in two FREE bonus reports if
I hear from you within the
next seven days…
Your first FREE bonus report
is called The “Secret” Precious
Metal That’s Set to Shine.
Everyone knows gold is climbing
higher. In fact, some of our plays
on gold have jumped as much as
241% since we first recommended
them. But now this “secret”
precious metal is also ready to take
off… and it could soar far higher
and faster than we’ve seen with
gold. This hot-off-the-press report
shows you the best way to ride this
shining star to maximum profits.
Your second FREE bonus
report is called The Trader’s
Code: How to Double Your Money
in Less Than 2 Weeks. In it, you’ll
discover a unique trading system
that’s capable of doubling every
dollar you invest every three
months. At that rate, you could
turn a $5,000 investment into
as much as $1.28 million in just
three years!
Want to learn more? Then return
the No-Risk Invitation on Page 19 or
call toll-free 1-800-315-4443 within
the next seven days to get both of
these valuable bonus gifts FREE!
P.P.S. Don’t forget, you won’t
risk a single cent! You must be
totally satisfied or you’ll receive
a FULL refund of every penny
you paid… even if it’s the last
day of your subscription! All your
FREE gifts and everything else
you’ve received are yours to keep
with my compliments. I wouldn’t
have it any other way!

Call Toll Free 1-800-315-4443 to Request Your FREE Natural Resources Profit Library Now!

(over, please)
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Don’t Miss out on the Most Powerful
Wealth-Building Trend of the Decade…
… Simply accept our invitation to put Outstanding Investments
to the test for the next two years… without risking a penny!

YOURS FREE with your two-year No-Risk trial subscription!
The entire seven-volume Natural Resource Profit Explosion Library,
including these moneymaking volumes:
FREE INVESTMENT VOLUME #1:
Grow 500% Richer From the
Global Infrastructure Boom
Forget homeland
security. It’s ENERGY
security that’s priority
No. 1 in order to
safeguard our
nation’s economy.
In the aftermath of
Hurricane Katrina —
and with countries
around the globe, like
China and India,
competing to secure their own energy supplies
— the heat is on to upgrade and expand
America’s aging energy infrastructure.
This brand-new Investment Volume gives
you all the details on where you can cash in.
For starters, you’ll discover a top long-term
global infrastructure company that’s so well
diversified, it’s like buying five infrastructure
companies in one!
Plus, you’ll also discover a company that’s
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enjoying soaring demand for its building
products. We’ve already racked up an 81%
gain with this growth superstar — and it’s
just getting started. Get all the details in
your FREE Investment Volume. You won’t
want to wait on either one of these savvy
infrastructure plays.

FREE INVESTMENT VOLUME #2:
The Only Natural Gas Stock You Need
to Triple Your Money in the Next Year
Oil is going the
way of the dinosaur.
Here in the United
States, we have only
an estimated 21 billion
barrels in reserves.
That’s barely enough
to meet demand for
two years. Meanwhile,
China and India
hunger for vast
amounts of energy to satisfy a combined
population of 2.3 billion people demanding
the comforts of a booming economy.

It’s no wonder natural gas is the fastestgrowing source of energy in the world. And
it can be a profit rocket for your portfolio if
you know how to leverage the LNG growth
explosion to your best advantage.
In this FREE volume, you’ll discover how
this one industry superstar could give you a
triple-digit return in just the next 12 months.
It’s racking up big returns and dividends for
its shareholders… increasing its earnings by
23% in the past year… and maintaining its
No. 1 position as the top U.S. supplier of LNG.
Yet it’s still bargain priced at 14.57 times
earnings. Get the details on how to play it in
your FREE Investment Volume.

FREE INVESTMENT VOLUME #3:
Crude Awakening: How to Profit
From the Coming Peak Oil Crisis
The world’s total
oil production is about
to hit a permanent
downward slide.
Already, 51 oilproducing countries
have slammed into a
wall of peak production.
For the entire AsiaPacific area, the oil peak
arrived in 2002. For the
former Soviet Union, it came in 1987.
While Saudi Arabia claims it won’t hit its
oil peak until 2011, by some reports, the day
is coming far sooner. In any case, it won’t be
long before oil is “cheap” at $150 a barrel.
That’s just one reason why the tide is already
turning away from sweet crude to cheaper,
cleaner alternatives.
In this FREE Investment Volume, I’ll
tell you exactly how to profit from the move
toward sour crude and other “alternative” oil
sources. These stocks have already returned
gains as high as 420% for our Outstanding
Investments subscribers, and they’re just

starting their move. You’ll want to add
them to your portfolio while you can still
get in early!

FREE INVESTMENT VOLUME #4:
How to Make a Fortune
From the Real “Black Gold”
Here in the United
States, electricity
demand is expected to
double by 2030. But
supply is barely
keeping up with
demand. We can’t build
power plants fast
enough… and oil and
natural gas prices are
soaring. So what’s the answer?
Coal. In fact, here at Outstanding
Investments, we like to call it the real
“black gold.” For starters, coal is cheaper
than burning other fuels to generate
electricity.
And we’ve got plenty of it to go around.
North America alone boasts more than 25% of
the world’s total coal reserves. Compare that
with Saudi Arabia’s 24% share of the world’s
oil reserves.
That’s why over 95% of the demand for coal
over the next three decades will come from the
electricity market. And one of the nation’s top
coal producers is set to take off as a result.
In this FREE Investment Volume, I’ll tell you
how one strategic investment has become an
unassailable “secret weapon” set to catapult its
stock to new highs.
I’ll also tell you about a cutting-edge
company that’s perfectly positioned to
grow exponentially from a new technology
called coal liquefaction. This new, clean-coal
technology could be worth billions to
energy investors.

Return the Invitation on Page 19 to Claim Your FREE Gifts!

(over, please)
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Your seven-volume Natural Resource Profit
Explosion Library (Continued from previous page)
Not only does “liquid coal” burn clean,
it’s easier and cheaper to transport. It’s not
too late to get in on the ground floor of this
exploding opportunity… and rack up a
fortune in record time! All the details are
in this FREE Investment Volume.

FREE INVESTMENT VOLUME #5:
“O Canada!”
Drilling for the Liquid Jackpot
Oil and gas prices
are set to move higher.
And the biggest
beneficiary will be
Canadian companies
that specialize in both
oil and gas.
In the past, these
companies were too
small to be on most
investors’ radar screens. But that’s about to
change. Why?
With some of the world’s richest oil
deposits — including the Athabasca oil sands
in northern Alberta, Canada, estimated at
175 million barrels, second only to Saudi
Arabia’s — the race is on to cash in on
this rich resource. And one of the biggest
contenders is a Canadian integrated energy
company that explores, produces and markets
crude oil and natural gas.
As China and other countries rush to
secure oil supplies in Canada, this company
is growing by leaps and bounds. It’s already
made our subscribers 395% richer, and it’s
still in the early stages of its skyrocketing
ascent. I’ll tell you exactly how to play it in
your FREE Investment Volume.
I’ll also reveal my favorite Canadian energy
trust. These trusts have become increasingly
attractive to investors, since they pay you
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plenty of hard, cold cash no matter which way
oil and gas prices move.
But I particularly like this trust since it
boasts significantly lower operating costs than
the competition. That means more money ends
up in your pocket! Get all the details in your
FREE Investment Volume today.

FREE INVESTMENT VOLUME #6:
Two if by Sea: Shipping Stocks
That’ll Sail on the China Boom
As China cuts more
deals with Canada to
lock in oil supplies to
keep up with its
explosive growth,
investing in Canadian
energy companies has
become a whole lot
sexier. But there’s
another overlooked
opportunity that may
seem dull by comparison — yet could easily dwarf
their profit potential.
What is this opportunity? Oil tankers.
That’s right, tankers!
You see, all that oil has to get to China
somehow. And tankers are the most economical
and efficient way to transport oil across the globe.
In fact, today over 10,000 oil tanker ships
transport 66% of the world’s oil.
But before you go out and buy any shipping
company, consider this: Canals and shipping
hubs along the world’s major oil routes have just
enacted new rules that dictate that only certain
types of tankers can ship to the most desirable
and profitable oil ports.
Single-hulled ships are more vulnerable
than double-hulled tankers to pirate attacks
and shipping accidents. There’s been a rash
of both in Europe and other populous regions,
triggering these new rules. Suddenly, a
majority of the ships transporting oil have

been prohibited from doing business in the
best markets in the world.
As you can imagine, the rush is on to build
more of these preferred double-hulled vessels.
But it takes four or five years to build each one
— and the major shipbuilders are already
booked years in advance.
That’s why there are few companies set to
profit as richly from the China resource boom as
the two you’ll discover in your FREE Investment
Volume. The first company owns one of the largest
fleets of oil tankers in the world, with 142 ships.
Even better, only 19 of them are single
hulled — and it has 15 new tankers already
on order. Its advance preparation is about to
pay off in spades… and it can pay off for you
if you get in now.
I’ll also tell you about an up-and-coming
transporter of crude oil whose entire fleet is
double-hulled. And all are relatively new,
meaning they’ll be sailing for quite some time.
The money is already rolling in for this
company. And since the need for tankers isn’t
going to wane anytime soon, you can bet those
profits will keep adding up. You’ll get all the
details on both of these lucrative opportunities
in your FREE volume.

FREE INVESTMENT VOLUME #7:
Godzilla Rising: Red-Hot Profits
From Nuclear Power
Just picture a
radioactive Godzilla
rising from the sea to
destroy Tokyo… or
terrorists on the
hit TV show 24 seizing
control of nuclear
plants… and you can
see how pop culture
and the media
have completely
demonized this
powerful energy source.

That’s not to belittle its dangers. The
Three Mile Island and Chernobyl disasters
demonstrated how careful we need to be
with nuclear power. But there’s a growing
recognition that the advantages this energy
source offers far outweigh its shortcomings.
For starters, nuclear power is actually
cheaper than coal-generated electricity.
The fission of a single atom of uranium
produces 10 million times more energy than
the combustion of an atom of carbon from coal.
And it may be the only way most energyhungry companies can cut greenhouse gas
production, since it already eliminates
over 2.3 billion tons of carbon dioxide
production per year.
These are just a few reasons why China is
adding 32 new nuclear power plants to the
11 it already has. India has 14 plants, but
wants to triple that capacity over the next
eight years. Finland is adding five new
plants. Japan, Argentina, South Korea,
Ukraine and Romania are adding plants.
France — already the world’s biggest user
of nuclear power — is building more. And
the United States, with 104 plants already
running, just extended leases on 26 older
plants for 20 more years.
In this FREE Investment Volume, you’ll
discover the best way to ride this tidal wave of
investment to red-hot profits. You see, there’s
already a huge supply-demand squeeze for
uranium, and it’s about to get much worse.
Current uranium demand is about 180 million
pounds per year, while current world
production is about half that much.
That means a major run-up in uranium
prices — already up more than 43% since
2003 — is just around the corner. And this
cutting-edge mining and technology company
is perfectly positioned to reap maximum gains
from surging prices and demand for uranium.
If you’d like to reap huge profits with them,
get your hands on this FREE Investment
Volume right now.

YOURS FREE With Your 2-Year No-Risk Trial Subscription!
Call Toll Free 1-800-315-4443 to Request Your FREE Natural Resources Profit Library Now!
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Two EXTRA Bonus Reports —
YOURS FREE When You Respond Within the Next 7 Days!
FREE BONUS REPORT #1:
The “Secret” Precious Metal
That’s Set to Shine
Everyone knows gold is
climbing higher. In fact,
some of our plays on gold
have jumped as much as
241% since we first
recommended them.
But now this “secret”
precious metal is also
ready to take off… and it
could soar far higher and faster than we’ve
seen with gold. In fact, one of the same catalysts
that helped spur gold on its latest big run-up
could be the spark for this highly coveted metal
to explode.
This hot-off-the-press report shows you the
best way to exploit this metal’s huge upside
potential. The top-notch company you’ll read
about controls the largest amount of this
precious resource of any publicly traded
company in North America.
And with two recently completed deals to
acquire even more of this metal under its belt,
it just got even more attractive.
You won’t want to wait on this one…
or you’ll be kicking yourself later! Respond
within the next seven days to get the
details. Plus, you’ll also get one more
extra bonus gift…

For fastest service,
call toll free 1-800-315-4443
or mail the No-Risk Invitation
on page 19 in the postage-paid
envelope provided.
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FREE BONUS REPORT #2:
The Trader’s Code: How to Double
Your Money in Less Than 2 Weeks
Ever wish you could
double every dollar you
invested? Even better, what
if you could do it in as little
as three months? In this
FREE bonus report, you’ll
discover a unique trading
system that lets you do
exactly that.
In fact, our Outstanding Investments
co-editor, Kevin Kerr, has used this same system to
lock in gains on 17 out of 17 plays on commodities
or related opportunities. And in most cases, these
gains came in much bigger and faster. Like the
119% gains on crude oil in less than a month… the
196% gains on soybeans in just over two weeks…
or the 100% gains on silver in just five days.
Once you read this report, you’ll see the
incredible profit potential this system adds to
your investment arsenal. By playing it the way
we explain, you can get incredibly rich much
faster and more easily than you may imagine.
It’s all laid out for you in this FREE bonus
report — but it’s yours ONLY if you respond
in the next seven days!

Your 100% TOTAL Satisfaction,
Zero-Risk Guarantee:
The #1 investment advisory also comes with
the #1 guarantee in the publishing business:
Request your No-Risk trial subscription to
Outstanding Investments. You must be totally
satisfied or you’ll receive a FULL refund of every
penny you paid… even if it’s the last day of your
subscription! Your Natural Resource Profit
Explosion Library Investment Volumes and
everything else you’ve received are yours to keep
with my compliments. You won’t risk a single cent!

Your Special NO-RISK Invitation to Outstanding Investments

 YES, I want to cash in on the coming energy infrastructure boom and profit


(T2/24)

richly from the companies Outstanding Investments has uncovered. Please start my
No-Risk trial subscription right away and rush me my FREE gifts as indicated below:

 BEST DEAL!

I WANT TO SAVE 72% AND GET 7 FREE GIFTS

RECOMMENDE
D!

Sign me up for two full years (24 issues) of Outstanding Investments for the
special introductory price of $89 (72% off the regular rate). I’ll also receive full access
to your members-only Web site, free unlimited calls to the 24-hour Investor Hotline, personal
weekly investment updates via e-mail and a free subscription to The Daily Reckoning. (OST89)

PLUS… with my

(T1/12)

two-year subscription
I get your entire
7-volume Natural
Resource Profit
Explosion Library,
including these
moneymaking volumes:

 FREE Vol. #1: Grow 500% Richer From

the Global Infrastructure Boom
 FREE Vol. #2: The Only Natural Gas Stock
You Need to Triple Your Money in the Next Year
 FREE Vol. #3: Crude Awakening: How to
Profit From the Coming Peak Oil Crisis
 FREE Vol. #4: How to Make a Fortune
From the Real “Black Gold”

 GOOD DEAL!

 FREE Vol. #5: “O Canada!” Drilling for the

Liquid Jackpot

 FREE Vol. #6: Two if by Sea: Shipping

Stocks That’ll Sail on the China Boom
 FREE Vol. #7: Godzilla Rising: Red-Hot

Profits From Nuclear Power

I WANT TO SAVE 69% AND GET 3 FREE GIFTS

Sign me up for one full year (12 issues) of Outstanding Investments for the special introductory
price of $49 (69% off the regular rate). I’ll also receive full access to your members-only Web site,
free unlimited calls to the 24-hour Investor Hotline, personal weekly investment updates via
e-mail and a free subscription to The Daily Reckoning. (OST49)
 FREE Vol. #1: Grow 500% Richer

From the Global Infrastructure Boom
subscription, I get the first
 FREE Vol. #2: The Only Natural Gas
3 volumes of your Natural
Stock You Need to Triple Your Money
Resource Profit Explosion Library:
in the Next Year

3 Ways to Subscribe:  FAST-RESPONSE BONUS:
1. Phone:
Fastest Service, Call Toll Free

1-800-315-4443

I’m responding within 7 days.
Please rush me my two valuable
FREE bonus reports:

 FREE Vol. #3: Crude Awakening:

How to Profit From the Coming
Peak Oil Crisis

 FREE Report No. 1: The “Secret”

Precious Metal That’s Set to Shine
 FREE Report No. 2: The Trader’s Code:

How to Double Your Money in Less
Than 2 Weeks

2. Fax:

Please select the preferred payment method:
 Enclosed is my check or money order payable in
U.S. funds to Outstanding Investments for $_____________
 Please bill my:  Visa  MasterCard  AMEX  Discover

Fax the compled order form to:

Card No.:

410-230-1262

Exp. Date____ /____ Signature___________________________________

24 hours a day, 7 days a week

24 hours a day, 7 days a week

3. Mail:
Mail the completed order form to:

Name ________________________________________________________________________
Address ______________________________________________________________________

Outstanding Investments

City ______________________________ State______ Zip __________________________

808 St. Paul Street
Baltimore, MD 21202

Daytime Tel. (in case we have questions)

______________________________________________________________

Email Address ____________________________________________________________________

OST-KK-0306B

PLUS… with my one-year

INSIDE THIS SPECIAL ALERT:

How YOU can ride the most powerful
global energy trend of the decade — and
grow up to 5 times richer in 2006-2007!
See Page 2

PLUS:
 The cleaner, more plentiful fuel

that just got way more profitable ............................Page 10
 The one natural gas stock that could

triple your money in the next year ..........................Page 14
 The best oil stock you don’t own — yet ....................Page 15
 The “secret” precious metal set to soar

even higher than gold ..............................................Page 15

MORE URGENT NEWS INSIDE!
Outstanding Investments
808 St. Paul Street
Baltimore, MD 21202

